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Abstract 
We prove that for each countable Abelian group G and for each natural number n there exists 
an absorbing set in the Hilbert cube for the class of strongly finite-dimensional (in the sense of 
covering dimension) spaces X with dimG X < n. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The origin of the notion of absorbing set goes back to Anderson [l], Bessaga and 
Pelczydski [3], and West [ll]. In this paper we use the definition of absorbing sets in 
the form given in [2] where a more general notion of absorbing system is considered. 
All spaces are separable metrizable unless otherwise stated, all maps are continuous. 
The Hilbert cube HE”=, [- 1, l]i is denoted by Q. It is endowed with the metric d: 
d((z& (yi)) = 5 $$! 
i=l 
A closed subset A of a space X is called a Z-set in X if the identity map of X can 
be approximated by maps into X\A (see [3]). An embedding is called a Z-embedding 
if its image is a Z-set. 
The countable power of a space X is denoted by X”. 
Let C be a class of spaces. By gC we denote the class of spaces which can be repre- 
sented as the countable unions of their closed subsets belonging to C. By K (respectively 
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Ic,, K,) we denote the class of compacta (respectively, finite-dimensional compacta, 
compacta of covering dimension 6 m). 
A subset X of a space E is called strongly C-universal in E if for every subset A 
of Q, A E C, every map f : Q + E that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact 
subset K of Q, can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a Z-embedding g : Q --) E 
such that glK = flK while moreover g-‘(X)\K = A\K. 
A subset X of E is called C-absorbing in E if: 
(1) x E c; 
(2) X c A where A is a countable union of compact Z-sets in E; 
(3) X is strongly C-universal in E. 
Below we give a list of g-compact absorbing sets: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
C = {(zi)~, E Q 1 sup 1zil < l} is a a&absorbing set in Q; 
0 = {(x&Z, 6 Q 1 CJJ~ = 0 for all but finitely many i} is a a&absorbing set 
in Q; 
for each natural n there exists a ax,-absorbing set cn in Q [4]; 
for each countable ordinal (1~ there exists a countable ordinal /3 3 LY and a Cp- 
absorbing set Co in Q (CD denotes the class of compacta with transfinite dimension 
less than ,!3) [5]. 
A general question of finding absorbing sets with respect to classes of compacta related 
to a topological invariant is raised by R.D. Anderson. In this paper we construct absorbing 
sets in Q related to cohomological dimension. 
2. Auxiliary results 
In the sequel G is a countable Abelian group. As usual, dimG denotes cohomological 
dimension with respect to G: dimG X < n iff every map f : A --f K(G, n) defined on 
a closed subset A of X can be extended over X (recall that K(G, n) is an Eilenberg- 
MacLane complex, i.e., a complex defined by the conditions 
ni (KG n)) = 0” f;e=w;;e. { 
TV stands for the ith homotopy group). 
A map f : X --t Y is called (m; G, n)-invertible if for every map g : 2 + Y where 
dim 2 < m and dimG 2 < n there exists a map h : Z ---f X such that g = fh. 
A map f : X -+ Y is called (m; G, n)-soft (respectively (w; G, n)-sofr) if for every 
commutative diagram 
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where A is a closed subset of a space 2 with dim 2 < m and dimG Z < n (respectively 
Z = U,“=, Zi where dim Z, < cx), dimG Zi < n, and Zi are closed subsets of Z) there 
exists a map pi: Z 4 X such that @iA = CJI and f@ = $ (cf. [9]). 
Proposition 1. For each m E N there is an (m; G. n)-invertible map f : X + Q such 
thar X E K,(G,n). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4 of [7] there exists a map g : Y + Q such that dimY < m, 
dimGY~nandforeachmaph:ZiQwithZ~IC,(G,n)thereisamaph’:ZiY 
with gh’ = h. 
By Shvedov’s compactification theorem (see [S]) there is an extension f : X 4 Q of 
the map g onto a compactification X of Y with X E K,(G! n). 
Show that f is (m; G, n)-invertible. Take a map h : Z ---f Q, where dimZ 6 m, 
dimG Z < n. Using the mentioned Shvedov’s theorem we extend h to a map h : Z -+ Q 
where Z E K,,(G, n). Then there exists h’ : Z + Y such that ght = h. We have 
f(l~‘lZ) = h. 0 
Proposition 2. There is an (w; G, n)-soft map f : X + Q where X E aK,(G. n). 
An analogous result for countable-dimensional spaces is proved in [13, Theorem 11. 
This proof works also (with obvious changes) in our case. 
Proposition 3. For each closed subset A c C, A E K,(G: n), there exists an (w; G, n)- 
soft map f : X + C which satisfies the following properties: 
(i) flf-‘(A) : f-‘(A) + A is a homeomorphism; 
(ii) for every map g : Y + C\A where Y E UK, (G. n) there exists an embedding 
h : Y --f X such that f h = g. 
Proof. Let f’ : X’ + C x C be an (w; G, n)-soft map where X’ E K,(G, n) (to obtain 
such a map, embed C x C into Q and take f’ to be the restriction of a map from 
Proposition 2 onto the preimage of C x C). Let f” : X’ 4 C denote the composition 
Embed the map f” into a map 7: _? + ? of compact spaces and let 2 = A (the 
closure of A in ?). Let G be the decomposition of X whose elements are of the form 
I’ (a), where a E A and the singletons are in X\f-’ (A). Consider the factorization 
f = hq, where q: _f + _%/G is the quotient map. Now we can take X = 4(X’) and 
f ==hlX:X--,C. 
The condition (i) is obviously satisfied. To prove (ii), consider a map g : Y --+ C\A 
where Y E aK,(G, n) and take a closed embedding cp :Y --f C. By (w; G, n)-softness 
of f’ there is a map h’ : Y + X’ such that f ‘h’ = (g, y) and the map h = qh’ is an 
embedding such that fh = g. 0 
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3. Main results 
Theorem 1. There exists a UK, (G, n)-absorbing set in a topological copy of Q. 
Proof. We consider a commutative diagram 
J J J 
gq~q3~--~ 
Zl j;3z2 TZjh... 
satisfying the properties: 
(I) qi:z, --f C” = c x ... x C (i factors) is an (w; G, n)-soft map where Zi E 
a&,, (G, n) and 
(2) 4i]4i1(Zz-1) :qi’(Z,-1) -+ Zi_1 is a homeomorphism; 
(3) for every map g : Y --) C\Zz_t where Y E crK, (G, n) there exists an embedding 
h:Y--tZ,suchthatpj+‘h=g; 
(4) Zi is a subset of Ci x K where K is a compact subset in C; 
(5) pi+’ is the projection onto the initial i factors. 
The limit space of the upper row inverse sequence is naturally identified with Q”. 
Let 
Xi={(2j)Jm,,~Q~((z,,...,2~+,)=sj(2,,...,~~)foreachj3i} 
and X = U,“=, Xi. Obviously, Xi is closed in X and Xi is homeomorphic to Z, for 
each i. Hence, X E olC,(G, n). 
Denote by pi : X -+ X, the natural projection. 
We are going to prove that X is a aK,(G, n)-absorbing set in Q”. Let (C, D) be 
a pair of spaces, where C is compact, D E a&, (G, n), and f = (fi),“=, : C + Q” a 
map such that the restriction flA onto a closed subset A of C is a Z-embedding and 
(flA)-‘(X) = A n D. 
Note that the set Q”\P is locally homotopy negligible in Q”, i.e., there exists a 
homotopy (ht) : Q” + Q” such that ho = id and ht(Q”) c C” for every t E (0, l] (see 
[lo]). Taking a function ‘p : Q” + [0, 11 with cp-‘(0) = f(A) we obtain a homotopy 
k/s) : Q” + Q” defined as follows: g,(z, t) = h,,(,)(z). Then go = id and gS(Qw) c 
f(A) u C”, s E (0, 11. 
Since f(A) is a Z-set in Q”, we may assume, without restricting generality, that 
f(C\A) c C”\f(A). 
Let E > 0 and Q:: C + (0, +cc) be a function defined by the formula: a(c) = 
min{d(f(c), f(A)), ~1. 
We define a map g’ = (gi)g, by the following manner. Let D = U,“=, Di, where 
Dr c 02 c ... is a sequence of compact subsets, Bi = cy-l ([2-i, +cc)), B,! = Bi n Di, 
i E N. For convenience, let I30 = B-1 = 0. 
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Put gi = (gi.. . ,gi) : C + Qi, then gi+l = (g?,,gi+,). 
Suppose that the maps gi are defined for each i < j and the following properties are 
satisfied for the maps gz: 
(a), giI(C\intBi_t) = fJ(C\intBi_t); 
(b)i gi(B,‘_2) C zi-19 gi(Bi-t\oi-t) C Ci\z~-l; 
(c), gilB_2 is an embedding. 
Now we show how to construct a map gi so that the map gj satisfies the properties 
(a),-(c)j. By property (3) of the map p’,_, there exists an embedding hj : Bi_-2 - Z,_, 
such that pi_, h, = gj- 1. Since 2, ~ 1 is contained in a set of the form &j-i x K where 
K is a Z-set in Q, there exists a map r: Bj-2 + Q such that T(B~--]\D~-~) c Q\K 
and the map (gj-t /Bj_2, r) : BJ_2 + Qj is an embedding. 
Now there exists a map gi such that 
gii(C\intB,_I) = njfJ(C\intBj_t) 
(here rJ : QJ + Q denotes the projection onto the last factor) and gi 1 BJ--2 = T. Obvi- 
ously, conditions (a)j-(c)j are satisfied. It is easy to see that g’lD = f[D. 
Show that the map g’ = (gi),“=, is an embedding. First, let c E C\D and o(c) 3 2-i 
for some i E N. This means that c E (C\ int Bi) and, by property (a),, 
d(f(c),g’(c)) = F 2-j-l = 2-%-I, 
++I 
whence g’(c) q! f(D), by the property of a. 
If cl, c2 E C\D and cl # ~2, then cl, c2 E Bi for some i E N. Then, by the property 
(c)i+2, we have gi+2(ci) # gz+2(c2) and, consequently, g’(cl) # g’(c2). 
Note also that, by the construction of g’, the set g’(C\D) is contained in C” and, 
being a-compact, it is a countable union of Z-sets. By well-known properties of Z-sets 
(see, e.g., [3]), the set g’(C) is a Z-set in Q”. 
We have to verify that g’-‘(X)\A = D\A. Th e inclusion > is obvious. To prove the 
inclusion C, take c E C\(D U A). There exists i E N such that c E Bi\Di. Conditions 
(b)j for j > i imply g’(c) E E“\X. 
We have already proved that X is strongly ax, (G, n)-universal in Q”. Note that X 
is contained in the countable union of sets of the form 
Qx...xQxKxQx... 
where K are Z-sets in Q. Since these sets are Z-sets in Qw, the set X is alC,(G, R)- 
absorbing in Q”. 0 
The following result can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 2. There exists a uKm(G, n)-absorbing set in a topological copy of Q. 
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4. Remarks 
The results of Dranishnikov [6] imply that UK, (G, n)-absorbing sets are, in general, 
infinite-dimensional (with respect to covering dimension). In the case m 6 n the class 
aK,(Z, n) coincides with the class OK, of a-compact spaces of dimension < m. Thus 
our approach allows us to obtain a different proof of existence of alC,-absorbing sets 
in Q (see [4]). 
Question 1. Are there aK(G, n)-absorbing sets in Q, where 
aK(G, n) = {X E UK 1 dimG X < n}? 
For G = Z this question relates the still unsolved problem of existence of universal 
compacta for integral cohomological dimension [ 121. 
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